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Introduction
Waste handling has become very important as the population and consumption are
growing. Likewise, the growing population and consumption have increased the waste
quantities that need to be collected from the waste producers. Currently, waste is
considered as a resource, thus massive incineration and landfill should be avoided. The
circular economy concept stipulates that waste should be recovered and the materials
contained in the waste recycled as much as possible. Effective recovery is possible if
waste is collected as sorted as early as possible. Today, waste handling management is a
big and complex task, given different kinds of waste and materials contained in it.
Different technologies have been created enabling waste handling with recovery of
contained materials. Technologically, a specific waste type might be easy to handle, but
to collect the waste type from the waste producer in as high quality as possible is more
complex. There are very many different parties involved in waste management – the
state, local government, private sector, waste producers etc., thus waste management
plans that take everyone’s expectations and needs into consideration are complex.
The separate collection of waste is important also because of the European Union
targets established for the year 2020. The current most widespread door-to-door
collection method will not permit reaching the targets in Estonia. The given system needs
to be supplemented by other methods through which waste producers can deliver waste.
Waste producers will deliver their sorted waste if the process is made as simple and
convenient as possible. The door-to-door collection system seem inefficient when
comparing the waste amount to the transportation costs in low density areas. In densely
populated areas, the door-to-door collection system may be justified as the waste
quantity collected per kilometre travelled is larger. Separate waste stream collection
using the door-to-door system increases traffic density which causes various nuisances –
noise, congestion, exhaust emissions etc. Densely populated areas have different
characteristics, for example in Tallinn’s old town waste producers are companies as well
as private persons. The containers used in the old town are small compared to the large
containers used in areas of prefabricated concrete apartment buildings. Densely
populated areas may have areas with single family dwellings which each have their own
240 l container which are emptied by the waste truck driving up to it, stopping and
accelerating. The waste truck accelerates and brakes frequently if the distances between
the numerous emptying points are small which increases the air pollution quantity.
Sorted wasted collection using the door-to-door collection system implies many waste
vehicles perform similar activities in the same region.
The main problems analysed in the current thesis in the researched areas are:
• Tallinn’s old town and similar, densely populated city centres where the
problem is waste collection without increasing traffic density, causing odours,
noise or exhaust emissions as well as avoiding disturbing residents and tourists
in the collection area. At the same time, waste should be collected by waste
type and delivered to the waste transporter;
• The problem on small islands with seasonal tourism is an exponential increase
in waste creation and low responsibility among tourists about the waste
reaching the mainland for handling;
8

Low density areas where a small amount of waste is collected relative to the
kilometres travelled and time spent. The waste vehicle burdens village roads
and access to containers may be hindered depending on weather conditions.
The aim of the thesis is:
• To become acquainted with solutions in different areas – low density, small
islands and Tallinn’s old town as an example of a densely populated area;
• To offer waste collection methods that cause less air pollution;
• To find more suitable waste collection methods for the analysed areas.
The following stages were completed in order to achieve the aims of the thesis:
• Description and analysis of existing solutions;
o Densely populated areas (Paper I)
o Small islands (Paper II)
o Low-density areas (Paper III)
o In organisations (Paper IV)
• Data collection from waste management companies;
• Analysis of data received, existing air pollution quantity calculations (Paper I and
Paper III);
• Comparison of air pollution quantity (Paper I and Paper III) between the existing
and recommended waste transport solutions;
• Legislation overview;
• Offering/finding possibilities for waste taxation (Paper II);
• Transportation caused air pollution’s effects on people/the environment.
•
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1 Background
The waste act (Jäätmeseadus 2017) regulates waste management in Estonia according
to which local governments must organise waste management within their
administrative territory. The local government is obligated to collect sorted waste which
enables recovery to the largest extent possible. The local government must make a waste
management plan with aims for the upcoming years which establish the development
and organisation of waste management. The waste management plan may be devised
for several entities within the municipality. The waste management plan describes the
waste transport within the administrative territory and the sorting development with
deadlines per concrete waste type. In addition to the waste management plan the local
government must devise waste management regulations which stipulate the waste
handling process, waste transport areas as well as sorting and collection point
requirements. The waste management regulations provide instructions for the
municipality’s residents concerning waste delivery and exact waste treatment
requirements such as container size, colour, emptying frequency etc. The local
government must continually monitor the fulfilment of the waste management
regulations. The waste management plan references the packaging act (Pakendiseadus
2017) obligations which regulate the collection and recycling of packaging waste. The
local government institution establishes packaging and packaging waste collection
methods in its administrative territory and stipulates these as part of the waste
management regulations. The largest waste amount by volume is packaging waste,
therefore the separate collection obligation and the collection functioning is extremely
important.
The local government receives financing for waste management through the
Environmental Charges Act which stipulates pollution charges proceeds for municipal
waste landfill (Keskkonnaministeerium 2014b). Most municipal waste is no longer taken
to landfill sites, thuslocal governments must find additional funding, for example by
applying to the Estonian Environmental Research Centre.
The main aim of waste handling is to recover and recycle as much waste as possible.
The recovery and recycling principle is also followed by the European Union circular
economy package. The circular economy principle is depicted in diagram 1. For the year
2020 recovery targets have been established for increasing the level of collection by type
and obligations placed on municipalities. Since the year 2015 waste collection by type
must be organised for paper, cardboard, metal, plastic and glass. The state waste
management plan stipulates that a waste station network for recoverable waste must be
established, so that citizens have comfortable opportunities for delivering their waste
(Keskkonnaministeerium 2014b). Given that pollution charges do not provide sufficient
financing for waste handling, consideration should be given for establishing a state waste
tax. The tax proceeds can be used for developing waste handling and citizen use of the
waste station network. Currently there are situations where the inhabitant of one
municipality cannot take their waste to the waste station on the territory of another
municipality even if the latter is closer and the waste transport to that station logistically
more convenient. After the Estonian administrative reform, the problem still persists.
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Diagram 1. Depiction of the Circural Economy (Ellen MacArthur Foundation 2016)

Since the year 2004 when the corresponding waste act was established in Estonia local
governments are obligated to organise municipal waste collection on their own
administrative territory. The obligation exists for all municipalities where the minimal
number of inhabitants is 1 500 persons (Möller 2009).
The European Union member states, especially the Nordic countries use the
organised waste transport model in waste handling extensively. The organised waste
transport utilised in Estonia uses similar principles as in many other European Union
member states. (Avfall Sverige 2014; Götze et al. 2016; Nelles, Grünes, and Morscheck
2016; De Jaeger and Rogge 2014; Keskkonnaministeerium 2014a; Pérez et al. 2017)
The local government has the possibility to organise waste transport solely on its
own territory or to cooperate with neighbouring rural municipalities. Organised waste
transport aims to incorporate all waste producers into the waste handling process.
Waste producers are obligated to participate in waste transport if organised waste
transport has been established. As participation is compulsory, a waste producer must
pay for waste transport even in the case of empty runs. Paying for empty runs motivates
waste producers to collect waste into containers or bags instead of burning it in the
oven/stove or disposing of it into nature.
The local government has a better overview of the municipal waste collection
system and the opportunity to control costs through the organised waste transport
tender. Organised waste transport has made it possible to have most of the waste
producers participating in collection systems (SA Säästva Eesti Instituut 2014).
In areas without organised waste transport, a so-called free market situation exists
where all waste transporters may participate. The residents are free to choose which
service provider they want to use for emptying their containers.
The Government of the Republic Estonia has started a waste transportation
organisation reform which stipulates that the citizen has the obligation to join a waste
11

transport system but has the right to choose an appropriate service provider. The new
waste transport model would be based on the local government’s registration
documentation. The system would permit several registered waste management
companies to collect waste in the same area under free market conditions. (SA Säästva
Eesti Instituut 2014)
The local government would maintain the right to stipulate general waste transport
conditions and register companies conforming to the conditions. The reform would
eliminate the local government’s possibility to control waste transport and the waste
producers will have to pay more. The collection and transport logistical costs would
increase under the model of several waste transport companies as the total travelled
distance per waste ton would increase. (SA Keskkonnaõiguse Keskus 2015)
The possible increased competition would also increase noise, traffic density and air
pollution caused by the waste truck.
The municipal waste removal fuel costs in different areas have been analysed by
A. Larsen et al. 2009 and Christensen 2010. The finding results are displayed in Table 1.
Table 1. Fuel costs per municipal waste ton depending on removal location (A. W. Larsen et al. 2009;
Christensen 2010)

Pick-up location
Apartment building outside city centre
City centre
Single family houses in urban areas
Village centre
Low-density areas

Fuel cost per ton, l
(Christensen)
1.7
3.0
3.6
5.7
6.3

Fuel cost per
ton, l (Larsen)
1.7
3.0
3.4
4 (Small towns)
7.5

The fuel cost per ton is very small in areas with apartment blocks as many waste
producers live together and larger containers are used, which when emptied, fill the
waste vehicle quicker than when the vehicle collects waste from smaller containers.
The A. Larsen et al. 2009 research concluded that emptying drop-off site containers
in all areas (urban and rural) per 1 waste ton required on average 4.3 l of fuel.
The research results allow concluding that if two different waste transport
companies would be active (two vehicles would run according to the same schedule) in
the same area then the costs would be higher. Collecting one ton of waste would require
travelling more kilometres as the other vehicles had already emptied some containers
and less waste would be collected from the same area. If one vehicle collects all the waste
in the same area, the vehicle would fill quicker with a lower fuel cost and less kilometres
travelled per waste ton.
The waste station network existence and the use convenience as well as location and
increased citizen awareness would help reach the recovery targets set for the year 2020.
By the year 2013 according to the Environmental Agency local governments had set
up over 100 waste stations to receive recoverable waste created by local inhabitants
throughout Estonia (Keskkonnaministeerium 2014b). Every county has at least one waste
station and in areas with higher population densities there are more – as in the case of
Harju, Järva and Rapla counties. Counties with only one waste station in their territory
12

may face the situation where the waste producers are not motivated or do not have the
possibility to use the waste station.
The Swedish parliament believes that waste handling should aim to maximise
benefit to the environment and society. Local governments, producers, households and
companies must all participate in waste handling benefit maximisation. In Sweden, local
governments are responsible for the collection, transportation, recovery and removal of
waste (Avfall Sverige 2013). Since the year 1991 local governments are obligated to
establish a waste management plan which includes measures for reducing waste
quantities and reducing their hazards. The local governments have the right to decide if
waste handling should be done separately or jointly with otherlocal governments.
Current legal regulations allow for the same principles in Estonia. Cooperation helps
maximise the possible environmental and social benefit which ensures efficient waste
management and competence in making decisions concerning the field. Since the year
2005 it is prohibited to send biodegradable waste to landfill sites in Sweden. Most of the
mixed municipal waste is sent to mass incineration to produce energy. In Stockholm,
organised waste transport covers mixed municipal waste, biowaste and bulky waste.
In front of apartment building there are containers for biowaste and mixed municipal
waste. The containers intended for sorting by type are maximally in a 300-metre radius
within each residential area and most Swedes sort waste produced at home (Milios
2013). The distance of package containers by type is fixed according to population
density in Estonia (Jäätmeseadus 2017). In densely populated areas where there are
more than 1000 inhabitants/km2 there must be at least one collection point in a
500-metre radius. In areas where there are less than 500 inhabitants/km2 there should
be at least one collection point per 500 residents. The separate collection of paper and
biowaste depends on the local government stipulations. In Tallinn for example the waste
management regulations stipulate that in apartment buildings with at least five flats,
paper waste must be collected in separate containers and buildings with at least 10 flats
must have a separate container for biowaste.
In addition to sorting organisation regulations other different regulations may be
established. The local government’s waste management regulation may for
examplerestrict emptying times of day, vehicle weight, container location etc. as
described in Paper 1.

1.1 Waste handling furthering means
The government has at its disposal three broader sets of means for implementing
environmental policy (Klarer et al. 1999; Dauvergne 2012; Fleming and FIIT 2006):
• Command and control means: e.g. exterior air quality standards, different
pollution source emission standards, technology and product standards etc.;
• Economic instruments: e.g. pollution fees/taxes, user fees, product fees/taxes,
deposit systems, resellable emission permits, tax advantages and subsidies;
• Convincing and other means: e.g. public and interest group participation,
information strategies, voluntary agreements, environmental training etc.
The OECD (The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) typology
distinguishes different economic instruments (Klarer et al. 1999; OECD 2003):
• Pollution charges/compensation/taxes: direct taxes which are based on the
pollutant’s quantity and quality measurements or estimated determination.
13
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•
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•

Year to year for example, the environmental fee for waste landfill has increased
which forces reductions in the waste amount used for landfill.
User fees/compensation/taxes: payments for collective services which are
mainly collected by local governments as a means for financing the collection
and handling of solid waste as well as wastewater.
Product fees/taxes: implemented relative to products which become pollutants
while in production, consumption or storage (example fertilisers, plant
protection products, batteries etc.).
Deposit systems: payments which are made at the time of product purchase.
The deposit payment made is refunded if the product is returned; The company
that distributes packaging onto the market is obligated to collect back its own
packaging according to the packaging waste collection implemented regulations
and organise the recovery of the packaging to the extent stipulated in the
Packaging Act concerning recovery targets. The company that does not fulfil the
obligation must pay the state packaging excise taxes.
Incentive payments or taxes: instruments with the main aim of changing
environment-detrimental behaviour.
Expense covering fees/taxes: fees which aim to cover the costs of public use or
environmental field, single consumer or social services costs. Such fees are
usually used in the water supply, wastewater and waste maintenance field.

The taxes/income received are directed to cover concrete environmental expenses or
are deposited in the general state or local government budget. Where a waste tax has
been established, all the money collected should be entirely used for waste handling
development.
Economic instruments are often more useful than other means. In cases where
emission reduction is exercised using command and control methods, it is usually
expected that all pollutants reduce their emissions to the same extent (meaning
according to the same established standard) irrespective of the expenses necessary.
Every pollutant can decide in the case of economic instruments if it is cheaper to pay the
expenses related to the instrument or pay for emission reductions. There is a solution
offered in Paper II according to the same system in which every person going to the island
is given a bag for waste. When the person returns from the island to the mainland and
delivers the bag full of waste, the person is refunded the amount paid for the bag. If the
bag with waste is not returned, then the money paid will be used for developing the
island’s waste handling.
The extension of the polluter pays principle is the user pays principle. The principle
has not been recognised so much in politics and legal documents, yet many countries de
facto use such means for example with user fees (in case of water and waste) as well as
fees or taxes for using natural resources (Kanakoudis and Gonelas 2014).
Problematic products use „the polluter pays“ principle according to which the
producer must ensure that the collection and recovery of the waste caused by the
problematic product released onto the market by the producer takes place (Moora 2009;
Corsini, Rizzi, and Frey 2017). Problematic products include accumulators, batteries,
motor vehicles, tyres, electronic equipment etc.
Companies and consumers can be motivated by offering them different motivational
packages in addition to economic mechanisms. For example, an award is given annually
to those in the public and private sector who have defended the environment through
14

their activities (Aasta keskkonnategu 2015). In the Portuguese city of Porto, the local
government has created a system when a person visits a waste station and delivers waste
the person collects points. The collected points can be used in different institutions as a
discount – examples include cheaper cultural event tickets or discounts in restaurants or
shops. Points are earned starting from a specific waste quantity and every waste type
gives a different point amount.
There is a similar system to Porto’s in Philadelphia: the so-called recycling rewards
program. Residents have to enrol over the internet, after which they get a sticker to be
placed on their recycling bin. The sticker has a RFID tag (radio frequency identification)
and a UPC bar code (Universal Product Code). All joined residents receive reward points
which they can use for coupons or discounts. The program has had good influence and
participation has increased (Agency Environmental Services 2011).

1.2 Most widespread collection solutions
Waste producers have many ways for waste disposal. One can choose to deliver the
waste to the specified point on one’s own or have the waste removed from the home by
someone.
It is important to collect waste by type for it to be useable as a resource. In principle,
waste can be collected on two levels from the inhabitants:
• doorstep collection – door-to-door;
• bring system - waste collection point - drop-off site, waste collection station.
The most widespread system in many countries, incl. Estonia, is the door-to-door
collection system (USEPA 1989; Dahlén et al. 2007; Christensen 2011) which is used in
densely populated and low-density areas. Paper III describes the door-to-door collection
method’s positive and negative aspects. The system’s main advantage ahead of other
collection methods is the user convenience. The waste is removed from the waste
producer’s door, so the waste producer does not have to worry about transportation or
storage. The system’s negative aspect is traffic congestion as the waste vehicle needs to
visit every home and empty the container regardless of size (0.08-4500 l). The collection
method is good when large containers are being emptied as one stop allows removing a
large waste amount. Emptying small containers especially in low-density areas means
that a lot of fuel and kilometres are required to collect one waste ton. Drop-off site is
also useable in both collection areas but is usually used for collecting recyclable
materials. A waste collection station is a fenced off supervised area to which inhabitants
themselves can deliver waste that has been pre-sorted at home (Kriipsalu 2001). In
Estonia waste collection stations will usually accept municipal waste against a fee. Waste
collection stations are also used in both densely populated and low-density areas.
Depending on the bringsystem type, the location should not be very distant from the
waste producer. Such solutions are very widespread in Europe, for example, Denmark,
Finland, Luxembourg, France and elsewhere (Hogg 2002; BiPRO; and CRI 2015; Hage,
Söderholm, and Berglund 2009; Linderhof et al. 2001). One possibility for waste collection
throughout the world, especially in densely populated areas is pneumatic collection. The
person places the waste in the appropriate reception opening which is usually located at
the waste creation site and then the waste is sent through a pipe to the collection centre.
(Kaliampakos and Benardos 2013) Constructing the collection system is expensive, but
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using the system is very convenient for people. Pneumatic collection eliminates waste
vehicles and their associated unpleasantness in the collection area. The system and its
advantages as well as disadvantages are described in detail in Paper I.
According to literature, the following, less frequently used collection methods can
be found in low-density areas (USEPA 1989; Ministry of Local Government Provincial
Councils 2008):
• Directhaul – people take their own waste to the landfill site or handling centre.
The method is used in low-density areas where collection is not practical.
• Mail-box – people leave their waste in plastic bags by the mailbox from where
it is picked up according to a fixed schedule on the assumption that waste
transport can use the same route as the mail truck.
• Bell Collection, the waste vehicle travels through an area and the collector calls
“dustbin“ or plays music known to the consumers as the waste vehicle’s music.
The consumer can then deliver the waste to the vehicle.
The first two described options would be suitable for use in Estonia. The third option
probably is not suited as such „musical“ solutions are not widespread in Estonia and
people prefer to know exact dates and times of collection.
For example, in Porto, Portugal there is a system in use called handcart collection,
which is a version of the door-to-door system. Workers collect waste containers – bags
from the roadside, yards or rooms where the waste producers have left them. The
collected waste is reloaded onto further transport means which may be a hand-drawn
cart, electric car, tractor or other means. The vehicle transports the waste to the
reloading location or the final handling centre. The collection system is foremost used in
areas with narrow or congested roads (Helder 2017; Ferreira et al. 2017). The weakness
of collecting waste bags from outside is the threat that rodents and birds may damage
the bags and strew the waste around the yard or street. In places where containers have
been over filled in Estonia, it can be seen daily that birds, especially crows and seagulls,
will peck open bags and strew the contents around the container. The resulting situation
is unsanitary and visually unpleasant. In places where there is the intention to collect
waste from the street or yard in plastic bags, they must remain outside for the shortest
period possible to give less time for birds to damage them. People are restricted in their
activities as they need to watch the time when the waste vehicle arrives. It is also
uncomfortable for the waste transporter should the waste vehicle malfunction, the
possibility of rapid collection disappears. When the waste transporter collects the waste
bags from interior premises then the collection with waste bags is justified.
The city of Porto is located in Portugal and is a UNESCO World Heritage site. The city
has 215 000 inhabitants and an area of 42 km2. In the year 2016 a total of 135 700 t of
waste was collected (mixed waste 111 860 t, paper and cardboard 4977 t, plastic and
metal packaging 2816 t, glass 5265 t, foodwaste 5088 t). The city agreed with the large
waste producers (restaurants) in the old town that waste will be collected from them
separately twice daily using the handcart collection system. The collection on the narrow
streets takes place using small electric cars onto which the workers lift the waste
containers or bags and transport them to the collection centre from where they are taken
to the handling centre by a larger vehicle. The workers return the emptied container to
the company and the waste bag taken away is replaced with a new one (Helder 2017;
Ferreira et al. 2017). Tallinn old town restaurants and hotels are currently freed from
collecting biodegradable waste separately due to space restrictions. The situation should
16

definitely be changedand the area’s waste producers should collect waste by type.
Considering the large number of tourists the best solution for collecting biodegradable
waste in the old town would be using the door-to-door system which would mean an
additional waste vehicle in the old town area or using drop-off site to which the waste
producers would have to transport the waste themselves (Paper I).
It is very important in waste collection to find effective logistics for waste collection
according to the chosen collection system. Route optimisation or changes can result in
reduced labour needs and equipment depreciation, save fuel and thereby reduce different
emission figures. An effective and understandable system for waste producers results in
increased client satisfaction (Rodrigues, Martinho, and Pires 2016; Vecchi et al. 2016).
The main factors influencing route planning and waste transport organisation are
(Das and Bhattacharyya 2015; Laureri, Minciardi, and Robba 2016; Huang and Lin 2015;
Inghels, Dullaert, and Vigo 2016):
• waste quantity per single collection time;
• distance between collections;
• loading time;
• traffic conditions;
• collection method;
• container emptying frequency;
• area;
• residence type;
• container type etc.
Waste producers desire an economical, simple and aesthetic transportation.
Additionally, containers should blend in with the surroundings and not pose a threat to
one’s health (Schüch et al. 2016; Chateau 2007; Chung et al. 2012). Waste transporters
want the waste producers to place the waste in the specified location in the specified
manner so that loading would be fast and transport costs minimal (Kriipsalu 2001; Mes,
Schutten, and Rivera 2014; Nowakowski 2017; Ferreira et al. 2017).
There are two possibilities with door-to-door collection – either kerbside in which
case the person brings the container to the roadside themselves or backyard collection
in which case the waste transporter transports the container from the person’s yard.
Kerbside collection is usually more economical than backyard collection. The latter
method leaves the waste vehicle longer in idle gear, traffic is disturbed more and more
time is spent on loading waste. While idling the vehicle still produces emissions that are
dispersed into the air (USEPA 1989).
The vehicle choice in door-to-door collection depends on waste type and amount.
The vehicle choice also takes into consideration the transportation route length and road
quality. The waste vehicle authorized weight and load capacity may be established by
legislation. In low density areas road width may also influence vehicle type. Large waste
vehicle manoeuvring is restricted on narrow roads (Woodburn and Whiteing 2010;
Pichtel 2014; USEPA 1989).
The door-to-door collection system requires the waste producers to sort their waste
oneself at home and the waste containers or bags are emptied at agreed upon times.
The waste vehicle moves from one building to the other and empties each container with
a separate stop. The advantage of door-to-door collection is the convenience for people
as waste is collected from each household. The drawback is the time and fuel costs of
large waste vehicles as the vehicle must stop at each building, brake, accelerate and
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empty the container. The advantages and drawbacks are described in more detail in
Paper III. The method allows collecting many types of waste at the same time – usually
only two. The collected waste type is the largest or which has the highest market value.
The transport company has two possibilities when collecting waste by type. The first
option is to make several circuits. Each circuit collects only a specific waste type. Many
circuits increase air pollution, noise as well as traffic density by waste vehicles. Many
circuits are justified when the waste quantities are large.
The other possibility is to use a multi-chambered waste vehicle which would enable
uniting the collection of different waste types. Table 2 shows that the collection by type
using the door-to-door system is usually more expensive than the normal municipal
waste collection (A. W. Larsen et al. 2009) and requires residents to be environmentally
conscious with the desire to sort waste.
Table 2. Collection and treatment costs (DKK/ton) and equivalent Euro/ton (A. W. Larsen et al.
2010)

DKK
EURO
Residual waste (k)
508
68.2
Residual waste (u)
720
96.6
Paper (k)
561
75.3
Paper (b+r)
311
41.7
Paper (u)
456
61.2
Glass (k)
561
75.3
Glass (b+r)
436
58.5
Glass (u)
587
78.8
Plastic (k)
561
75.3
Plastic (b+r)
436
58.5
Plastic (m)
2195
294.6
k: kerbside collection, b: bring scheme with drop-off containers, r: recycling centres,
u: underground containers in city centre, m: monthly kerbside collection in city centre.
There are many different factors which influence the municipal waste collection cost:
peculiarities of the municipality such as size and population density; collection area –
distances, road network, hilliness; handled waste quantity and quality; technical means
used for collection and transport (Callan and Thomas 2001; Bel and Fageda 2010;
Dijkgraaf and Gradus 2004).
The separate collection of waste may incur additional costs which the revenue from
material sales might not always compensate. The separate collection of waste reduces
landfill and incineration costs (A. W. Larsen et al. 2010). The separate collection of waste
(especially biowaste) also reduces CO2 emissions caused when municipal waste is used
for landfill (Teibe, Bendere, and Arina 2013).
In his research (Johansson 2006) compares different solutions for collecting waste
and finds that using container filling sensors and emptying containers when they are
sufficiently filled may save up to 20% of waste collection costs compared to the standard
fixed schedule waste collection.
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Door-to-door collection uses different waste containers. The door-to-door collection
system uses the polluter pays principle which requires the use of identified waste
containers and bags. Each waste container and bag have a unique code which enables
identifying the waste producer. On the waste collection day, if the waste collector
discovers the waste container or bag containing waste that does not belong there, the
incorrectly placed waste is not collected. The waste producer receives notification with
the reason why the waste was not removed. The system enables following every
household.
Waste collection centres are open only at certain times and the waste producer can
deliver all household waste kinds to the centre. Usually waste collection centres collect
paper and cardboard, textiles, glass, metal and plastic packaging, biodegradable garden
and park waste, bio non-degradable garden and park waste, wood, bulky waste,
unusable electronic equipment and old tyres. Additionally, the containers used for
collecting waste depend on the waste type collected and the waste quantity delivered
by the waste producers.
Waste collection centres are guarded fenced off areas which may create situations
where people illegally leave waste behind the fence. If a person happens to deliver waste
at a time when the waste collection centre is closed, it would seem like a good idea to
leave the waste behind the fence knowing that it will be taken care of. In case of waste
which is accepted against payment, the desire may be to avoid paying. In the case of
waste collection centres, their opening times, a convenient location and comfort of use
are important.
The main problem with park waste is that waste producers deliver the waste in
plastic bags and throw the waste onto the heap with the plastic bag. The existence of
plastic bags disturbs further processing of the waste. People are unaware or too
comfortable to behave differently. If people would know the following handling stages
and be better educated in the waste field, they would understand that composted plastic
does not decompose and disturbs the entire process. The finished material is
contaminated by plastic.
Drop-off site areas are not bounded by fences. Residents can take their separately
collected waste and place them in the appropriate container at the location.
Drop-off sites can be permanent or transportable. Permanent sites are set-up in
public, easily accessible locations, e.g. parking lots of shopping centres or other
frequently visited locations. Temporary drop-off sites are left in place for a day or couple
of days. In case of temporary drop-off sites, it is important to inform people so that they
know where and when the waste can be delivered. In case of using a drop-off site, the
waste producer has the responsibility to take the waste from where it was created to the
drop-off site.
A drop-off site usually has a designated container for each type of raw material.
Estonia does not have a standard solution – colour and signage is different. Usually dropoff sites are used for collecting package waste (glass, plastic, metal etc.) paper and
cardboard, biodegradable waste and textile waste.
Today almost all households have a car (in the year 2015 according to Eurostat data
there were 514 cars per 1 000 people in Estonia (Eurostat 2017), thus it is easy to deliver
waste to drop-off sites. Taking waste to drop-off sites can be combined with other trips.
A car produces less air pollution and noise in comparison to a waste vehicle. The waste
vehicle must only travel to one point to collect waste, saving the need to travel to every
household. The transportation costs would decrease because a larger waste quantity is
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picked up from the drop-off site at once. Different sensors can be used to gauge the
container’s fullness, which allows optimising transportation costs as empty runs or trips
to half full containers will be eliminated.

1.3 Transport effects on people’s health and the environment
Transportation causes great effects on the environment and many economic branches
while decisions in environmental and economic fields strongly influence transportation
demand, planning and organisation. In addition to influencing the environment and
health, transportation produces other direct socio-economic effects (M. Jüssi et al. 2010;
Mari Jüssi and Poltimäe 2011), such as:
• traffic congestion;
• traffic accidents;
• effects on mobility and accessibility for residents – a varied and integrated
transportation system usually improves the residents’ mobility and accessibility,
reduces geographic distances as well as often contributes to economic and
standard of living development.
The above described effects can be reduced, for example by planning waste collection to
times when traffic flow is lower. It is obviously not sensible to plan waste collection into
the middle of the night in residential areas as it could be disturbing for the residents. As
described in Paper I, in Tallinn’s old town there are time restrictions for waste collection,
so residents, people in accommodation places and tourists visiting the old town’s sights
are not disturbed. Collecting waste with electric vehicles would reduce noise and in such
a case waste collection could also take place at night.
Waste vehicles usually still use unrenewable energy resources and therefore
influence the local environment (create noise and emissions in their operational area)
and the environment as a whole by producing greenhouse gas emissions (OECD 2011).
Negative factors on the local level may include dust, odours, truck’s mass, possible tyre
marks on the streets and possible vibration. Communities which use diesel-powered
waste vehicles are posing significant threats to the environment and the residents’ health
(Fontaras et al. 2012; OEHHA 2017).
Transportation pollution plays a major role in people's general immunity weakening.
Air pollution also contributes to heart disease, cancer, obesity, concentration and stressrelated diseases as well as osteoporosis and diabetes (Hendrikson&Ko 2013).
The main harmful effects of transportation to the environment and thereby to
human health have been described as follows:
i) Noise is an unwanted sound. More specifically, noise is an annoying, unpleasant, or
otherwise injurious sound to human health and well-being. Noise can be defined both as
a nuisance and annoyment to the individual and the environment as the sound reaching
the body may cause either physical or mental damage (Lahti 2010; Münzel et al. 2014).
The main source of noise in waste collection is the waste vehicle which has
numerous causes, for example the vehicle’s engine, the hydraulic system’s work cycle
when emptying the container and the compacting mechanism. the main noise producers
in case of waste vehicles are the sounds produced by different engines (Pallas,
Chatagnon, and Lelong 2014). The waste vehicle’s frequent acceleration and braking
causes noise. In addition to the engine noise, the noise produced by emptying the
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container is problematic especially in the case of metallic containers. The report
produced by Jobling (2012) describes that a noise level up to 140 dB is perfectly normal
for plastic containers. The waste loader is often in an environment where the noise level
exceeds 137 dB. Such noise levels can damage one’s hearing, thus the worker should
definitely use noise protection means. The noise level also depends on what waste is in
the container. The largest noise producer in municipal waste is glass which, when
emptied into the truck, falls against metal or breaks causing noise. The noise level to
residents depends on distance. The closer one is to the waste vehicle, the greater the noise.
The compactor systems of New York’s waste vehicles have legislated noise boundaries
while in operation – the noise must not exceed 80 dB measured 10.5 m from the waste
vehicle. There are also times established during the day – between 11 PM – 7 AM – during
which the vehicle’s noise must not exceed 85 dB measured 15 m from residential
properties (De Blasio Mayor and Sapienza 2016). Estonia does not have similar fixed
restrictions concerning noise produced by waste vehicles. The environment minister’s
regulation 71 „Exterior air noise limit values and methods for measuring, establishing and
evaluating noise levels“ Appendix 1 (Riigiteataja 2016) has only established limit values
for different areas. In residential areas the traffic noise limit value is 60 dB at night and
65dB during the day on the side of the noise sensitive building’s streetside.
Waste collection is usually planned early in the mornings or late in the evenings,
especially in city centres when traffic density is low, because this enables work to be
completed safely, efficiently and with least traffic disruption. The arrangement makes
collection noise more noticeable to (residential) people. In some places the waste vehicle
needs to move backwards which requires using reverse beeping for safety reasons which
is an additional noise pollution source.
A person’s health and well-being may be influenced by noise in many ways. Usually
noise disturbs or makes working, resting and sleeping more difficult. Noise can also
interfere with information exchange and studying. Constantly being in noise may damage
the ears and weaken the hearing capability. There are possibilities for additional physical
and psychological effects, including stress (Hays, McCawley, and Shonkoff 2017;
Lahti 2010).
ii) The exterior air is a very important component of our living environment which
influences the residents’ health. The exterior air quality is defined as the cleanliness of
the exterior air that we breathe in on a daily basis. The exterior air quality is decreased
by different contaminating substances which have direct or indirect effects on people’s
health (Orru 2007).
The air can be polluted in cities as well as the countryside and the pollution source
can be man-made or naturally caused. The main sources of air pollution in Tallinn are
traffic (cars, trucks, buses etc.) household heating and various industrial companies (Orru
2007; Mari Jüssi and Poltimäe 2011).
Air pollution is detrimental to human health and the environment. In the last
decades thanks to different domestic and pan-European regulations air emissions have
been reduced, resulting in improved air quality. In some places the air pollution
concentration is still too high and causes problems for air quality (European Environment
Agency 2013, 2014).
The main emissions caused by burning diesel fuel in waste vehicles which are
regulated by different EU regulations are: (DieselNet; OECD 2011)
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•
•
•
•

carbon monoxide (CO), g/kWh;
hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides (NOX), g/kWh;
particulate matter (PM), g/kWh;
sulphur dioxide (SO2), g/kWh.

All of the mentioned pollutants can have a negative effect on human health. Carbon
monoxide, for example, may cause heart disease and damage the nervous system as well
as be the reason for headaches, dizziness and fatigue. Hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides
also have damaging effects to people – influencing the lungs and spleen. Those suffering
lung diseases may face complications and experience respiratory infections. Particulate
matter emissions may cause lung disease, heart attacks and heartbeat irregularities.
Effects of PM on the central nervous and reproductive systems have also been evidenced
as well as being a possible cause of cancer. Sulphur dioxide may cause general uncomfort
and anxiety, reduce lung functionality and disturb the normal functioning of respiratory
channels (European Environment Agency 2014).
Air pollution effects can be different. The effects may be noticed in people’s health,
on plants, animals and even buildings. Based on research (Orru 2007) which was
conducted by the University of Tartu and focused on evaluating exterior air quality
effects on people’s health in Tallinn, the conclusion was reached that life of Tallinn’s
inhabitants is shortened by 7.7 months due to air pollution. In the old town, life is
shortened by 11.3 months due to pollution.
In addition to soil and water contamination caused by air pollution, transportation
pollutes the environment with heavy metals (Li et al. 2017), polyaromatic hydrocarbons
(PAH) (Keita, Nicolle, and Bakali 2016; Clément et al. 2015) as well as with chemicals used
to repel roadside plants (Marques et al. 2017). The mentioned pollutants may damage
plants, reduce the soil’s fertility and be detrimental to human as well as animal health.
Nitrogen oxides stemming from transportation have an important role in the Baltic sea
and inland waterways eutrophication (Voss et al. 2011).
Greenhouse gases occur mainly in fossil fuels (oil, coal, shale, natural gas, etc.)
through combustion in energy production, transport, energy inefficient industries, as
well as intensive agriculture.
The most important greenhouse gases produced by humans are (Riigikogu
keskkonnakomisjon 2010):
• carbon dioxide (CO2);
• methane (CH4);
• nitrous oxide (N2O);
• freons - hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and perfluorocarbons (PFCs).
The greenhouse gases produced by burning transportation fuels (carbon dioxides – CO2,
N2O, CH4) amount to 14% of the world’s human activity caused greenhouse gas emission
figures. After energy production and industries, transportation is one of the three largest
areas which uses fossil fuels (M. Jüssi et al. 2010).
The biggest transportation related CO2eq emissions in Tallinn are caused by
passenger cars, with heavy vehicles producing slightly less emissions, whereas buses
produce the least pollutants according to (M. Jüssi et al. 2010). We see that passenger
cars are the main greenhouse gas producers when we view Estonia as a whole (Diagram 2).
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Diagram 2. Transportation sector’s main greenhouse gas producers in Estonia by percentage
(European Environment Agency 2017)

Based on research (Mari Jüssi 2011) “Reducing Carbon Emissions from Major Municipal
Services in Tallinn,” it is found that 10% of Tallinn transport CO2eq emissions come from
road building and maintenance, buses and waste vehicles. The following table (Table 3)
shows the CO2 eq that these companies produce annually.
Table 3. Tallinn’s largest public utility undertaking’s kilometres, fuel consumption and CO2eq
emissions in the year 2010 (Mari Jüssi and Poltimäe 2011)

Field

Road
maintenance
Road cleaning
Buses
Waste
transportation
Total

Annual
total run
km/vehicle

Annual fuel
consumption
1000 l

Fuel
consumption
l/km

CO2eq
t/a

27500

2407.5

0.086

8016

CO2eq
emission
distribution
%
15

22333
63333
50021

1203.6
7942.0
4404.2

0.054
0.125
0.088

4007
26442
14663

7
50
28

163187

15957.3

53128

100

Increases in CO2 emissions bring with them different effects, for example (Marjanovic,
Milovancevic, and Mladenovic 2016; Zhou et al. 2017; Veettil et al. 2017):
• global warming, the greenhouse effect;
• climate change effects (tornadoes, hurricanes, extreme summers and winters,
floods, droughts);
• glaciers melting and rising sea levels for surface water;
• changes in the flora and fauna.
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It is no less important to consider the workers of companies providing transport services.
Research conducted in Florida showed the main illnesses and their frequencies suffered
by people employed in waste handling. In the following table (Table 4) the waste
handlers’ health risks and their causers are presented.
Table 4. The Reported Exposures and Related Health Effects for Waste Collectors (Englehardt et al. 2000)

Reported Exposures
Diesel Exhaust

Reported Health Effects
Eye irritation, asthma, decreased lung
function, upper respiratory
tract irritation, lung cancer
Potential cardiovascular, neurologic,
asphyxiation
Potential carcinogenic
Eye irritation, organic dust toxic
syndrome (ODTS), non-allergic
pulmonary disorders, impaired lung
function
Dry cough, exercise induced dyspnoea,
asthma, chronic bronchitis,
ODTS, chest tightness, fever, chills, flu
symptoms
Fever, chest tightness, airway irritation,
headache, joint and muscle
pain, nausea, fatigue, non-allergic
pulmonary disorders, impaired
lung function, acute gastrointestinal
symptoms
Allergic alveolitis, asthma
Eye and nose irritation, nausea, vomiting
Burns, fires, explosions, eye and skin
irritation
Lacerations, punctures, abrasions
Pedestrian accidents, broken bones,
bruising, death
Crushed body parts, broken bones, lost
limbs, musculoskeletal, aches, twisted
muscles, sprains, permanent disability
Disorders of the neck, shoulder and back,
tendon diseases, extreme, pain, lumbar
disc prolapse, increased pulmonary
ventilation

Carbon monoxide
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
Dust

Microorganisms

Endotoxin

Fungal spores
Aerosols from waste
Improper chemical disposal
Sharp and broken objects
Heavy traffic
Machinery

Heavy lifting
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2 Material and methods
The given research examined waste collection and related problems:
• densely populated areas – Tallinn’s old town;
• low-density areas – ten villages throughout Estonia;
• small islands – Kihnu, Naissaar, Prangli, Ruhnu and Aegna;
• specific institution, which was a higher education institution in Tallinn.
Tallinn’s old town was chosen to represent a densely populated area because it is a
UNESCO World Heritage Site with dense population in terms of residents and the
HORECA (hotels, restaurants and catering) segment. In summary, other UNESCO cities of
same category were examined – Porto and Florence.
Diagram 3 shows the old town’s land use by designated purpose according to the
year 2011 real estate research. The construction register included a total of 579 buildings
within the old town (Sepp 2014), most of which are used for business purposes (41%),
followed by residences (36%) and public use (23%) (Pindi Kinnisvara AS 2011).
Waste collection is problematic in the area as the roads are narrow, access to
containers complicated as it is not permitted to keep containers on the street in the old
town. During the day there are very many tourists on the streets. There are many
accommodation places and residents that do not wish to be disturbed by noise during
quiet night hours. The waste collector cannot perform according to one’s own will as the
city has implemented restrictions for activities in the old town territory through
numerous legal instruments.
The waste handling’s current situation of ten randomly chosen villages was used to
represent low-density areas (Diagram 4) – Laugu, Oeti, Nadalama, Vaskrääma,
Tuulevälja, Kärde, Vaivere, Vaila, Smolnitsa and Oru.
The developed research questionnaire involved conducting interviews – 137
households were interviewed. The questionnaire aimed to get responses to the following
questions:
• existing collection schedules;
• people’s satisfaction concerning waste delivery possibilities;
• if and what waste types people collect as sorted;
• frequency of visiting collection sites;
• disturbance caused by waste vehicles while collecting waste;
• knowledge about the rural municipality’s waste related regulations.
In low-density areas a waste vehicle must travel long distances to collect a small amount
of waste. Currently the most frequently used door-to-door collection method does not
support waste sorting.
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Diagram 3. Land’s designated purpose within Tallinn’s old town (Sepp 2014)

Diagram 4. Researched low-density villages (brown) and small islands (blue)
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In the small island category, five Estonian islands were chosen - Ruhnu, Aegna, Naissaar,
Kihnu and Prangli (Diagram 4) and the waste collection methods were examined
complete with the waste’s transportation to the mainland. The islands and their waste
handling are described in Paper II with the exception of Kihnu Island of which an overview
is provided in the current paper.
Each region and situation should be approached taking into consideration its
peculiarities, therefore the collection system’s creation and implementation in a specific
institution was examined – a professional higher education institution with approx. 190
employees and 2 600 students in Tallinn (Paper IV). In the experiment’s framework the
waste amount and type were established, and a collection method created enabling
waste sorting. The experiment confirmed that people have different attitudes and the
implementation of waste sorting might not be realised according to the planned result.
The data for performing research was obtained from waste collecting and
transporting companies, local governments, local residents and people responsible for
waste management, through conducting waste audits as well as visual inspections.
European emission standards set the acceptable limits for exhaust emissions of new
vehicles sold in the European Union member states (Table 5). Basically, the emission
standards are defined in a series of European Union directives with the progressive
introduction of increasingly stringent standards (DieselNet).
The 1999 EU adopted Directive 1999/96/EC, which introduced Euro III standards (2000),
set voluntary, more stringent emission limits for extra low emission vehicles, known as
“enhanced environmentally friendly vehicles” (TransportPolicy.net).
Based on waste management rules that are currently valid in Tallinn, waste
collecting vehicles shall comply with the minimum requirements of EURO III if the
procurement documents do not provide for a higher requirement (Tallinna
Jäätmehoolduseeskiri 2014).
In the year 1993 the Euro standard series was started aiming to reduce harmful
exhaust emissions of which nitrogen (NOx) and particulate matter (PM) are the most
important.
Since Euro 1, the allowed level of NOx has been reduced by 95% and for particulates
by 97% to the Euro 6 levels.
Table 5. Permitted emission limits according to different standards (DieselNet)

Stage

Year

CO,
g/kWh

HC,
g/kWh

NOx,
g/kWh

PM,
g/kWh

Euro I

1992

4.5

1.1

8.0

0.36

Euro II

1996

4.0

1.1

7.0

0.25

Euro III

2000

2.1

0.66

5.0

0.10

Euro IV

2005

1.5

0.46

3.5

0.02

Euro V

2008

1.5

0.46

2.0

0.02

Euro VI

2013

1.5

0.13

0.4

0.01

Emissions are calculated as described in Paper I. Air pollution emissions are calculated
according to the amount of burnt fuel.
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Air pollutants are calculated according to the amount of energy released in the
process of burning diesel fuel.
Q (kWh/kg) * N (kg) = E (kWh)

(1)

where Q is the calorific value of diesel fuel, N is the amount of fuel consumed and E is energy.
Proceeding from the initial data the quantity of used fuel in litres is known; to find out
the mass quantity of the consumed fuel, formula 2 is used.
ρ=m/V

(2)

where ρ is fuel density, V is volume and m is molar mass.
EU Emission standards for trucks and buses present chemical exhaust emissions for diesel
engines (CO, HC, NOx, Particles). The formula (1) determines energy after which we can
calculate the emission figures formed in the process of burning the given amount of
diesel fuel, according to the target number in the emission standards (formula 3).
energy (kWh) x emission target (g/kWh) = emission figure (g)

(3)

To find out the amount of generated CO2 the average formula of diesel fuel C12H23 is used.
The reaction developing in the process of burning diesel, is expressed in formula 4.
C12H23 + 17.75 O2 = 12 CO2 + 11.5 H2O

(4)

nd = m/M =4.91 mol

(5)

m = nd * (n * M (CO2))

(6)

where nd represents diesel fuel moles, M is molar mass, n is moles and m is mass.
According to formula 6, burning 1 litre diesel fuel, 2.593 kg CO2 will be produced.
4.91 mol * 12 mol * 44 g/mol =2.593 kg CO2
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3 Results and discussion
Currently the most common collection method in Estonia is the door-to-door system.
The system is utilised in densely populated and low-density areas as concluded in Paper
I and Paper III. It is important to consider utilising other waste collection methods to
reduce emissions and increase the effectiveness of collecting sorted waste. Each location
should be considered separately and the best solution for the given location should be
utilised. A collection method suited to one low-density area might not be appropriate in
another low-density area such as a small island or for densely populated city centres.
Pneumatic waste collection is suitable for densely populated areas, but set-up costs are
high and may be complicated depending on the area. In Tallinn’s old town, for example,
it is likely that excavations will reveal archaeological finds that need to be preserved. The
same happened in Florence where underground containers were established in the old
town and valuable archaeological remains were found (Ponzini 2017). The pneumatic
collection method and the accompanying emissions are described in detail in Paper I.
Investments are required to develop drop-off points in low-density areas. Depending
on the containers used at a drop-off site, it might be necessary to prepare a hardsurfaced area so that the containers can be moved, and the waste vehicle can empty
them. Using underground containers requires extensive excavations to allow their
placement.
It is important to review and analyse the existing collection schedules and emptying
frequencies to reduce emissions. The current emptying schedules can be optimised by
reviewing the existing emptying day which could lead to reduced emission production
while collecting waste as shown in Paper I. Collection should be organised such that in
every area or street the vehicle travels on specific days.
Diesel-powered waste vehicles pose significant threats to the environment, health
of residents in the communities they serve and the workers who maintain and operate
them.
The waste amount in the USA has increased according to USEPA. If in the 1960s a
person created waste at the rate of 1.22 kg/day (Clark et al. 1998), then current waste
production is at 2.58 kg/day (Hoornweg and Bhada-Tata 2012). According to the World
Bank (2012) report, in Estonia a person creates waste 1.47 kg/capita/day and the same
report predicts the amount to be 1.70 kg/capita/day for the year 2025. As the waste
amount is increasing and in some areas collection by type is taking place the waste
vehicles need to do more runs which increases the fuel consumption and the produced
emissions into the environment.
The waste vehicle’s fuel consumption and emissions are largely dependent on
vehicle mass, age, speed, route length and driver’s skills.
Using different sensors and cameras Clark et al. (1998) analysed New York’s waste
vehicle’s use cycles. The analysis showed that in densely populated areas waste vehicles
are running in idle gear in one position for 60% of the time (Diagram 5).
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Diagram 5. Waste vehicle’s work periods by percentage in densely populated areas (Clark et al.
1998)

The research of Sandhu et al. (2016) and Cannon (2017) show that on average a waste
vehicle uses fuel at the rate 84l/100km given the specifics of their task which involves
frequent stopping and acceleration. Such fuel consumption means that waste vehicles
are among the largest fuel users on roads. In Tallinn’s old town a waste vehicle’s fuel
consumption was 43l/100 km (Paper I). In the USA a waste vehicle travels 40 200 km per
year and uses 33 700 litres of fuel on average, whereas 91% of the vehicles have diesel
engines. According to Mari Jüssi and Poltimäe (2011), a waste vehicle in Tallinn travels
50 000 km/year.
Based on the data in Table 3 concerning fuel used (Mari Jüssi and Poltimäe 2011) the
waste collection field’s emission figures in Tallinn have been calculated (Table 6). The
resulting CO2 emission given the fuel consumption is 11 420 tons per year. Considering
that waste collection is in second place after buses in terms of fuel consumption, then
waste vehicle use most definitely requires regulation and route optimisation for reducing
fuel consumption and thereby emission figures. The same conclusion was reached in
Paper I.
Table 6. Estimated emission figures in tons based on fuel amount used per year in Tallinn

EURO III

EURO V

CO, t

8.5

63.9

HC, t

28.1

19.6

NOx, t

213.1

85.2

PM, t

4.3

0.9

When the legislation change (registered waste transportation) enters into force
according to which people receive the opportunity to choose the waste transportation
service provider themselves in Estonia, it will mean that in the same area there are
different service providers emptying containers. The market opening brings with it
increased emissions into the environment. In terms of air quality, it would be better if in
one area there would be one vehicle that travels according to an optimised schedule so
that situations where on one day a waste vehicle empties one building’s container and
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the next day a vehicle comes to empty the container of the neighbouring building, are
avoided. If vehicles of different companies operate in the same area, then the local
government should implement rules on which days traffic is permitted to somewhat
optimise emptying schedules and emission creation. In addition to producing more
emissions, increased transportation would raise other environment detrimental effects
– increased noise levels, traffic density and wasted resources.
The SA Säästva Eesti Instituut (2014) reached the conclusion that the collection and
transportation of mixed municipal waste (95 000 t/y) produces much less greenhouse
gases CO2eq under organised waste transportation (approx. 500 CO2eq (t)) than in the
case of registered waste transportation (open market) (ca 1200 CO2eq (t)) (Diagram 6).
1200

CO2 eqv (t)

1000
800
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0

organised waste
transportation

registered waste
transportation

Diagram 6. CO2eq (t) quantities produced according to two waste transportation solutions (SA
Säästva Eesti Instituut 2014)

Under organised waste transportation it was assumed that the system is implemented
in the entire city of Tallinn. In each area, waste transportation would be awarded to the
company that won the tender. It was assumed under conditions of local government
registration on the open market that the emissions are produced by the three waste
transport companies operating in Tallinn which each have approximately the same
market share. The modulation based on the assumptions showed that there are approx.
2.4 times more emissions in the city of Tallinn under open market conditions than in the
case when mixed municipal waste is collected with organised waste transportation. The
emissions created would be even larger would there be more than three waste
transportation companies active on the market, as the same waste amount would be
transported with a larger total number of kilometres (SA Säästva Eesti Instituut 2014).
Based on the SEI Tallinn Foundation and Paper I results, considering emissions it
would be better to continue with the organised waste transportation system as it is and
not switch to the registered waste transportation. The current transportation circuits
should be analysed where possible and optimised. Paper I described Tallinn’s old town
as a densely populated area and it was concluded that currently the waste vehicle
emptying schedule is not optimised and the schedules can be made more efficient. An
optimised schedule would mean that the waste vehicle would visit the old town more
seldom, use less fuel and reduce emissions as well as save human resources and produce
less traffic congestion in the old town.
According to research by A. Larsen et al. (2009) in a Danish city centre area waste
was collected at the rate 3.0 l/t of waste (Table 1). Research conducted in Tallinn’s old
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town showed that in the old town to collect waste on average the fuel requirement was
4.4 l/t of waste. Usually fuel consumption depends on different factors such as the
collection area characteristics, container size, vehicle, driver’s experience, distance,
acceleration etc. In Larsen’s research two areas were considered: Aarhus and Herning. In
the research the city centres were dominated by apartment buildings from which waste
was collected mainly in 0.6 m3 containers which were usually placed behind the building
so that the waste vehicle did not have direct access to the container. The characteristics
of Larsen’s research area were different from Tallinn’s old town (the collection area is
described in Paper I) where waste is collected in smaller containers (usually 0.24 m3) and
under more difficult circumstances (the containers are in courtyards, locked behind
fences, in underground wells or other similar locations requiring more emptying time)
then it is understandable that more fuel is required for collecting waste in Tallinn’s old
town. As the fuel amount used in Tallinn is larger, so are the resulting emissions. In
Denmark 7.8 and in Tallinn 11.4 kg CO2 are produced per ton of waste.
The results of comparing A. Larsen et al. (2009) research’s fuel quantities used in the
city centre and the resulting emissions with the research in Tallinn are expressed in Table
7 according to vehicles corresponding to EURO III and EURO V requirements. In both
cases it can be seen that a vehicle corresponding to more stringent requirements
produces less emissions and its use is friendlier to the environment.
Table 7. Emission figures per municipal waste ton collection compared (A. Larsen et al. 2009) and
Paper I results according to different emission requirements

amount of pollutants

CO, g

EURO V
Denmark (A.
Larsen et al.
2009)

EURO V,
Estonia
(Vilms,
Voronova,
and Loigu
2015)

EURO III Denmark
(A. Larsen et al.
2009)

EURO III, Estonia
(Vilms,
Voronova, and
Loigu 2015)

61.0

89.4

43.5

63.9

HC, g

19.2

28.1

13.4

19.6

NOx, g

145.1

212.9

58.1

85.1

PM, g

2.9

4.3

0.6

0.9

The use of alternative fuels would help reduce emission creation. If possible, biodiesel
should be added to diesel. Contemporary diesel engine vehicles produced in the year
2011 were researched by Maimoun et al. (2013) in Orange County, Florida. The vehicles
were in use in the city and the period examined was one hour of waste collection
between 6 and 7 in the morning. The emissions of various alternative fuel engines were
compared with diesel engine emissions. The article concluded that alternative fuels
would reduce emissions. Reductions would depend on what alternative fuel is used or
how much of it is added to the principle fuel.
The Sandhu et al. (2016) research draws the conclusion that the waste vehicle’s
entire driving cycle uses the most fuel and produces most emissions while collecting
waste. The transport to the handling centre and driving within the centre account for a
small share. Vehicles equipped with catalytic converters have 90% lower NO emissions
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than vehicles without converters. Similarly, vehicles with particulate matter (PM) filters
produce 90% less emissions than vehicles without filters.
The emission figures released are dependent on the vehicle’s speed (Table 8) as
evidenced in the Maimoun et al. (2013) article. Higher speeds decrease emissions.
Usually a waste vehicle travels at a low average speed continually braking and
accelerating. Constant braking and accelerating as well as a low speed prevent cooling
the engine and a lot of energy is required to keep the engine in motion due to the waste
vehicle’s weight.
Table 8.Emission dependency with the vehicle’s speed (Maimoun et al. 2013)

Emission
CO
NOx
CO2

8.5 km/h
g/km
6.8
19.8
2170

20.3 km/h
g/km
4.6
12.9
1510

32 km/h
g/km
3.4
11.0
1290

Idling
g/h
26.2
86.8
7930

Average
g/km
9.1
29.3
2770

Collecting paper waste (door-to-door) with the kerbside method, the vehicle’s fuel
consumption per paper waste ton was higher than when collecting municipal waste
(A. Larsen et al. 2009). The increased consumption was caused by less paper waste being
picked up with each stop. When recyclable waste collection causes great fuel
consumption then it is necessary to reconsider the used collection methods. As the
research showed that the fuel amount is larger per ton of waste it might be more sensible
to use a drop-off site or waste station instead of collecting paper waste with the kerbside
method. In densely populated areas the waste amount collected is larger than what
would be received from waste producers when using a drop-off site or waste station
collection method. When most waste is collected kerbside, Tanskanen and Kaila (2001)
state that people are more active and more material is received but at the same time
fuel and labour costs also increase. The collection of biowaste was investigated by
Bendere (2011) who reached the conclusion that transportation costs increase as
distances increase, as more fuel is required. Under the given circumstances biowaste
should be handled as close as possible to the creation area. In low-density areas biowaste
should be composted at home.
The above allows to conclude that collecting recyclable materials with the door-todoor system might not be justified especially when taking into consideration the
emissions the system produces. In low-density areas the waste amount received from
people is small and the waste vehicle must travel a great distance to collect one ton of
waste. However, the material received is clean and therefore the company might be
interested in collecting it. In densely populated areas, especially in areas with apartment
buildings, door-to-door collection is justified as there are many people in one apartment
building and the waste amount collected with one emptying is larger.
The collection of sorted waste in densely populated areas involves many challenges
which make it difficult to constantly achieve strong results (From Science to Solution
2008).
Challenges include:
• Access and space: Many buildings have not been designed in a way that permits
collecting sorted waste and therefore space is not available for different
collection containers.
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•
•
•
•

•

Tenant and manager transience: a sustainable collection solution is lacking in
case the tenant and manager change.
Education and outreach: notices sent by the city or collector usually only reach
the owner or manager. The waste producers do not receive info they require.
Contamination: caused by lack of education and recycling motivation or illegal
dumping into recycling containers.
Insufficient and unenforced contract: the contract should stipulate
expectations, emptying schedules, service level as well as data collection and
transmission means.
Priorities: people are usually preoccupied with other matters such as coping
socially or economically and sorting waste or thinking about waste handling is
not important. Tenants usually do not have to pay separately for waste and
therefore are not motivated to collect waste as sorted in order to save money.

3.1 Low-density area drop-off site
In low-density villages, most waste producers live in individual homes and there are only
a few apartment buildings which means the door-to-door collection method is not the
best solution considering the emissions produced. To collect waste from the waste
producer, the waste vehicle must drive to each waste producer’s household and stop to
empty the container or pick up the bag. The waste producer must ensure that the waste
container or bag is accessible for emptying on collection days. When the container or bag
is not accessible, the waste vehicle makes an empty run for which the waste producer is
obligated to pay for. In low-density areas the waste producers are located far away from
each other. The door-to-door collection method causes noise and air pollution produced
by the waste vehicle which also increases the traffic volume. The waste vehicle’s weight
may also pose a problem as it can damage village roads. There are households which are
not accessible to the waste vehicle, for example in the case of homes accessible by earthtrack.
A more detailed situation description can be found in Paper III where it is concluded
that considering the emissions produced the door-to-door collection method is not the
best solution for waste collection in low-density areas.
People living in low-density areas usually have at least one car per household for
there are no other transportation means available or connections are limited. If the
village centre has a drop-off site or the pole of attraction a waste station to where sorted
waste can be delivered, then the residents of low-density areas can combine waste
delivery with other drives to the city, school, work, store etc. The possibility and its
advantages are described in Paper III. The big advantage of waste stations is that waste
producers can deliver their recyclable waste free of charge to the station. Payment is
necessary only for a limited number of waste types. The results analysed in Paper III
concerning emissions show that municipal waste should also be taken to drop-off sites
and door-to-door collection should be discontinued. Using drop-off site for municipal
waste and sorted waste types gives people the possibility to sort waste and deliver the
waste close to their home. Currently the given possibility does not exist in low-density
areas and waste producers must travel very far to deliver waste, which is costly in terms
of time and money. The situations are not seldom in which the county’s waste station is
further than the other county’s waste station, but when visited requires proving that one
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belongs to the given county. Creating drop-off sites would allow collecting sorted waste
which would be too expensive under the door-to-door system as well as producing too
much environmental pollution. Older people who do not use cars could have their waste
delivered to the drop-off site through a relative, acquaintance or the person providing
the elderly with food and other necessities such as the social services provider.
Drop-off sites established in village centres should use underground containers (for
example Molok type). The containers have a large capacity and therefore do not require
emptying that frequently. Containers that are not emptied frequently produce less
emissions when waste is being transported. The lower emptying frequency implies there
is less emptying related noise too, in coparison to smaller wheeled containers. Those
containers containing biowaste or which are contaminated with biowaste need to be
emptied more frequently than clean material (e.g. paper and cardboard, packaging)
containers. In containers with biowaste, decomposition processes begin which cause
disturbance – e.g. odour, insects etc. Comparing underground and above ground
containers, the first have the advantage of being underground where the surrounding
area’s temperature is maintained, and decomposition does not start as fast when the
weather warms as with above ground containers. In cold conditions it is ensured that the
waste will not freeze, and the container does not fill so quickly. Underground containers
are comfortable to use by consumers and many consider them visually more appealing.
Use comfort concerns the container’s opening height which is not high and therefore
comfortable for the waste producer. Negative factors might be the initial construction
needs and natural conditions such as a high water table, which might make placing the
container impossible or costly.
The city centres of Florence and Porto use underground collection containers
(Helder 2017; Ferreira et al. 2017; Ponzini 2017). The location of each underground
container in Tallinn’s old town requires thorough consideration as their emptying might
be problematic. Depending on the waste vehicle’s emptying mechanism, a lot of vertical
space may be required and that might not be sufficiently available in the old town
(archways). Suitable solutions were found in Porto and Florence. Each location needs to
be approached from its possibilities and existing conditions.
There is also the possibility to use roll-off containers at drop-off sites. These
containers require a hard surfaced area which permits exchanging the containers (USEPA
1989). Such containers are not very convenient for people as to free oneself of the waste
it must be tossed over the container’s edge, unless a trestle has been built. Top-opening
containers place the waste at the weather condition’s mercy. Top-closed containers
mean that the person must enter the container which is not a pleasant experience in
general.
Village centre drop-off sites should collect the most frequently created waste –
municipal waste, packaging, biowaste (if the local government has not obligated
composting on one’s own property), paper and cardboard. Other waste, such as electrical
and electronic equipment waste (WEEE) as well as hazardous waste have at the pole of
attraction or area’s largest city waste stations that can be used by everyone not just the
inhabitants of a specific county or municipality. In people’s homes, sheds, garages there
are so-called historical waste articles which people find easier to collect and store at
home. When a major cleaning is done, the need arises to deliver the waste. If the waste
producers are aware of the waste station’s location and using it is convenient for them,
the waste can be delivered to the station. Local governments occasionally provide and
should continue doing so, collection runs for hazardous waste and WEEE which residents
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can deliver at their home. Examples of hazardous waste include batteries, leftover oil,
expired pesticides, leftover medication and other similar items.
It is possible to use various means to gauge the container’s fullness from the distance
to avoid the waste vehicle from driving to a low-density area’s drop-off site without
reason. Various systems have been created for evaluating fullness, measuring quantities
and collecting data - software-based routing, Geographic Information Systems (GIS),
Radio-frequency Identification (RFID), sensor intelligent bins, image processing solutions
etc (Akhtar et al. 2017; Malakahmad et al. 2014; Al Mamun et al. 2015; Hannan et al.
2011; Tristram 2009).
The current research has made a life-cycle analysis of village interior waste vehicle
transportation in low-density areas. The scenarios’ (door-to-door and drop-off)
environmental impact have been modulated using the life-cycle assessment method and
the corresponding software SimaPro 8.3.0.0. Inventory analysis data was evaluated using
the ReCiPeMidpoint (H) V1.13 / EuropeRecipe method, where effects were evaluated in
four categories – climate change, human toxicity, particulate matter formation and fossil
fuel depletion.
Two different solutions have been compared – drop-off site in the village centre and
door-to-door collection. The modulation aimed to determine which solution’s single
collection cycle produced the least environmental impact.
The results of the village interior collection circle modulation showed that a drop-off
site produces less environmental impact than a door-to-door collection cycle. The impact
extent is mainly contingent upon kilometres travelled and fuel consumed in the process.
The distance to the village centre’s drop off site is shorter than the distance to each home
when collecting using the door-to-door system, therefore the environmental impact of a
drop-off site circuit is smaller.
In a low-density area the vehicle travels 5 km to and from a drop-off site in the village
centre on average and makes 13 runs per year. In one year 11.5 t municipal waste are
collected from a village on average (average population 54 persons).
As seen in Diagram 7 below which shows percentual impact to climate change of the
two different collection methods, the drop-off site solution is definitely better in lowdensity areas as its impact is smaller.

door-to-door
collection round

35%

drop-off collection
round

65%

Diagram 7. Door-to-door collection circuit impact compared with drop-off site collection circuit in
the climate change category

In the following Diagram 8, different impact categories and different process
contributions have been percentually compared. Waste collection has the highest impact
on climate change and particular matter creation. Human toxicity and fossil fuel
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depletion are more influenced by diesel production and its effect is more of a global
nature and less of local importance.
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Diagram 8. Impact categories and different process contributions compared percentually

3.2 Waste collection from small islands
Waste collection on small inhabited islands in Estonia is usually organised such that the
residents have the possibility to deliver waste to a waste station on the island from where
the waste is transported to the mainland as needed. The bigger problem with waste is
on small islands with no or limited permanent residents and where the island is a tourist
attraction (Aegna, Naissaar). The problems in the latter case are littering as well as waste
collection and its transportation to the mainland. Possible solutions for waste handling
and its financing are discussed in Paper II using Prangli and Ruhnu islands as examples.
Kihnu Island is Estonia’s seventh largest (16.4 km2). The island has permanent
residents – about 200 households and around ten active institutions-enterprises.
According to 2009, 2010 and 2011 data of AS Kihnu Veeteed, the island is visited by
18 000 non-resident visitors per year of which 4 000 per month visit the island in the
summer months on average. In the winter the number of tourists is almost non-existent,
unless there is an official ice road. The island initially had a landfill site which was closed
on 01.01.2002 and since then waste has been transported to the mainland. When the
landfill site was closed the old cattle barn was used for collecting waste. In 2008 the barn
was converted into a techno centre with rescue service offices, bottle return, gym and
waste station. The island has a permanent ferry (capable of transporting vehicles)
connection with the mainland, therefore the waste transportation is not as big of a
problem as with Aegna and Naissaar described in Paper II.
Examining the SEI research data (Diagram 9) shows that there are no significant
waste composition differences in the different regions (Tallinn, small cities, countryside
which includes small islands). One can conclude that the municipal waste composition is
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approximately the same in densely populated areas and low-density areas. One could
assume that in low-density areas (islands) the composting of biowaste is possible and
therefore the biowaste share should be lower, but the SEI data shows the opposite.
40,0
35,0
30,0
25,0
20,0
15,0
10,0
5,0
0,0

Tallinn
Small town
Countryside

Diagram 9. Mixed municipal waste type composition by area (mass percentage) (SEI Tallinn 2013)

The SEI research used rural municipalities in the counties as countryside representatives,
for example Järva County was represented by Imavere, Koigi and Paide rural
municipalities and Pärnu County by Varbla and Tõstamaa rural municipalities etc. All have
apartment buildings in their centre, but the research does not indicate how many
households participated in the research. One can assume that in apartment buildings,
regardless of location, Tallinn or Imavere, similar waste is produced as the people’s
behavioural habits are similar.
The average population of Kihnu rural municipality is 509 people according to
Statistics Estonia (Eesti Statistika 2017). The collected waste quantities are different per
year and were larger in the years 2007 and 2008, thus for these years the waste amount
per person is also higher. In the year 2010 the waste amount collected on Kihnu Island
was very small for unknown reasons. In the years 2013-2015 the waste amount has been
stable, remaining at 75 kg/pers/y (Diagram 10), but these results are below the SEI
research average of 200 kg/pers/y. There are many possible reasons for why less waste
is being produced or delivered on the island: consumption has decreased; less
opportunities for making purchases, waste is burnt in burning brands or fires, waste is
buried or delivered in some other means.
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Diagram 10. Kihnu rural municipality waste amounts kg/pers/y (Keskkonnaagentuur 2017)

There are large differences in waste collected per year (Table 9) as seen when analysing
Kihnu’s waste data. There are some years in which nothing has been collected or the
difference range is extensive from year to year.
Table 9. Collected waste types and amounts in tons on Kihnu Island (Keskkonnaagentuur 2017)
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

0.06

n/d

n/d

1.86

0.66

n/d

1.20

0.21

n/d

Glass
Hazardous
waste

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/d

0.14

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/d

0.00

0.34

0.00

0.58

0.44

0.18

0.16

0.94

WEEE

n/d

n/d

1.00

n/d

n/d

0.54

n/d

n/d

0.28

Metals

n/d

0.04

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/d

Packaging
Biodegradable
waste
Mixed
municipal
waste

3.65

5.05

13.83

3.59

8.11

5.12

7.30

5.41

7.46

n/d

n/d

n/d

2.00

2.00

3.00

5.00

3.00

2.40

61.59

53.40

28.50

11.82

24.11

17.47

25.08

27.55

26.59

TOTAL

65.30

58.49

43.67

19.27

35.60

26.57

38.76

36.34

37.67

Paper and
cardboard

The waste quantity differences are evident when comparing Prangli and Kihnu islands. In
the year 2013 paper and cardboard waste was collected at the rate of 1.7 kg/pers/y
at the Prangli waste station (Table 10), whereas on Kihnu island the amount was
2.36 kg/pers/y and the corresponding figures for packaging waste were 1.9 kg/pers/y
and 14.34 kg/pers/y.
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Table 10. Waste amounts collected at the Prangli waste station 2012 - 2013. (Põld 2014)

Waste type

Unit

2012

2013

Car tyres

kg

180

220

Paper and cardboard waste

kg

280

300

Packaging waste

kg

275

350

Glass (incl. sheet glass)
Treated timber
Complete electric and electronic equipment
Refrigerators
Scrap metal
Unsorted construction waste (excl. eternit)
Hazardous waste:
Mercury; mercury lamp; chemicals;
Dangerous substances packaging; acids;
medication; detergents containing
dangerous substances
Batteries
Old oils
Paint waste
Oil filters

kg
kg
pc
pc
kg
kg
kg
kg

100
150
4
3
1000
300
0
0

140
170
6
4
2000
250
0
0

kg
pc
kg
pc

2
40
25
10

3
60
47
8

The Kihnu waste station is equipped with a pressure container (multilift) for collecting
mixed municipal waste, containers and equipment for collecting recoverable waste and
reducing their volume. A composting field is available for composting garden and park
waste. The Kihnu waste station’s charges have been established by the Kihnu Rural
Municipality Council (Kihnu valla jäätmehoolduseeskiri 2008). The waste types accepted
free of charge are mixed packaging, hazardous waste, old tyres, electronics waste, bulky
waste, construction glass, paper, scrap metal as well as paper and film packaging.
Chargeable waste includes mixed municipal waste, construction waste and
biodegradable waste.
The mixed municipal waste container is emptied twice per year and taken to the
Paikre landfill with a multilift vehicle where it was previously deposited. Currently,
technology at the Paikre landfill has been updated and waste can be used to make refuse
derived fuel. Waste is transported only if there is a ferry running between the island and
mainland and there is a sufficient waste quantity.
The growth of visitors to the island in tourism season by tourists and real estate
owners causes an increase in waste creation. At times of larger events there are not
enough accommodation places, thus people pitch tents where they please. Many leave
the waste behind at the place where they pitched the tent. The tourists that visit the
islands must take responsibility for handling the waste they produce. Paper II describes
responsibility options. People’s awareness can be increased through informing and
educating, for example by placing informative signs at the port which explain what
leaving waste behind on the island entails. More effective would be the collection of a
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so-called waste tax from tourists. One option would be that the person would buy a
waste bag from the mainland and when returning a full bag of waste, the person gets a
refund. If the person does not return the waste bag to the mainland, then the amount
paid is used to develop the island’s waste management.
People moving around on the island can place their waste into waste containers by
stores, the port or other institutions. There are six roadside waste containers on the
island which are emptied by the rural municipality’s gardener. The waste containers are
emptied approximately once a week in summer season and once every two months in
winter. The minimal amount of waste containers is certainly one reason for littering.
Another reason is people’s hostile behaviour towards the environment. It is widespread
among waste producers to burn all kinds of waste (plastic bottles, packaging, bulky
waste, municipal waste etc.) in fires. Similar problems have been described in Paper II on
the islands Aegna, Naissaar, Prangli and Ruhnu.
In Finland in the Kemiönsaar archipelago on the islands Rosale, Hiittisten and
Högsåra the mixed municipal waste collection has been solved using a property related
waste tax. The waste tax is based on the waste maintenance board approved tariffs. The
waste tax is an annual tax invoiced once per calendar year by the city government
administrative unit. The permanent residence annual tax amount is established by the
number of residents and composting extent. The waste tax is paid for each permanent
home or cottage (building). In exceptional cases according to its judgement the waste
maintenance board may establish a different waste tax then what is established in the
tariff (Table 11) (Rouskis OY 2013).
Table 11. Annual waste tax per property (Rouskis OY 2013)

Housing

Housing waste tax
(€/home/year)

Permanent home, food waste is not composted

137.60

Permanent home, food waste is composted
Permanent home, single inhabitant, food waste
is not composted
Permanent home, single inhabitant, food waste is
composted
Cottage, food waste is not composted
Cottage, food waste is composted

105.00
82.40
59.50
105.00
80.15

Mixed waste regional collection containers can only be used for municipal waste created
daily. Bulky waste, construction waste, home appliances, hazardous waste and
electronics must be taken to the waste station. Collection sites are usually locked, but
users have keys for the waste containers. Biowaste can only be composted in the
composter which is not accessible to pests (e.g. rodents). (Rouskis OY 2013)

3.3 Taxation
The most reasonable means for developing waste handling would be to use a waste tax.
The tax must be sufficiently large to motivate people to change their habits. Collecting
the tax gives the state or the local government the possibility to create drop-off sites or
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other necessary collection centres. Private companies might not be interested in
developing waste maintenance to such an extent and will do as little as possible or as
much as legislation obligates.
The problem “who pays how much” would not exist for example in case of a state
waste tax in case of using joint containers. The current research is not focused on waste
tax creation and the related peculiarities. In case a person lives in Tallinn but moves to a
countryside residence for the summer months, how should such a person be taxed is an
example problem. A waste tax is one possibility for improving waste maintenance
financing.
There are problems in Tallinn’s old town for finding waste container locations.
Buildings have been built without consideration for waste containers. Space may be
found for a municipal waste container but making the collection of sorted waste possible
does not exist for there is no space for additional containers. The same problem persists
in large cities or other densely populated areas. Often in buildings with many flats there
is no space for different containers. Currently when new apartment buildings are being
built, legislation in Tallinn and in most of the states of the USA requires that a separate
room must be designed for collecting waste.
There are cases in Tallinn’s old town where there is the desire to build a waste
building in the courtyard, so that the residents could collect sorted waste. The question
that arises is whose land it is which the building is built onto, who pays and how much.
Should residents and companies pay the same fee for delivering waste or should
companies pay more as they create more waste? A restaurant produces more food waste
than a household, for example. There could be a company in the building that does not
produce any biowaste whatsoever. If there would be a waste tax, then everybody pays
and can use the offered service. Using a solution where the waste building in the
courtyard is used by the buildings and tenants (residents and companies alike) around it,
then access to it should be with a key. Where possible, such waste buildings should be
developed in cooperation with several buildings, which despite residents and companies
having to move more to deliver their waste, would help them act according to legislation
which obligates the waste to be sorted.
A similar system functions in the city of Porto, where drop-off sites have been
developed for residents and companies to which they can deliver their waste. The
residents are used to the system and agree to take the west beyond the property
boundaries. The people of Porto pay a waste tax which is different in different parts of
the city but is based on the water consumption at the property. As the city collects the
tax from the people, there is more money available for waste management organisation.
There are many drop-off sites in the city centre which use underground containers to
which residents can take their waste. (Helder 2017; Ferreira et al. 2017)
Currently the price of emptying a waste container depends on its size and not on
sorting in Estonia. The waste producer has no motivation for sorting waste, as the
container must be full on the emptying date as payment is always made according to a
full container.
The minimal container collection frequency in case of waste transportation is:
• In homes of densely populated areas – at least once every four weeks;
• In densely populated areas where biowaste composting is ensured at the waste
creation site – the municipal waste can be transported once within every
12 weeks;
• In low density areas – at least once every 12 weeks.
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Implementing a differentiated waste tax according to how much the waste producer
sorts would enable changing the frequency of municipal waste container emptying. The
lower the number of visits the waste vehicle makes to the waste producer, the lower the
emission figures produced.

3.4 Separate collection of waste
According to the Environment minister’s regulation „Municipal waste sorting order and
basis for classifying sorted waste” RT I, 19.12.2015, 5“, waste producers must collect the
waste types described in Table 12 separately at the creation location. Sorting is necessary
to ensure the sorted materials have higher quality and increase its recoverability,
improve the sorting efficiency and to avoid unnecessary wasting of energy as well as
human resources during secondary sorting or separation of mixed municipal waste.
Municipal waste sorting and collection by type is organised by the local government
administrative unit itself or in cooperation with a recycling organisation, producer’s
association and other waste handlers who collect or recover waste.
Different waste types can be collected using different collection methods which are
indicated in Table 12. Several waste types are suitable for different collection methods.
The most appropriate solution in the given area can be found considering the local
conditions and needs.
The waste management situation depends largely on the local government’s
activities, which has many obligations in the field. In order for Estonia to have a unified
waste managament and handling system, the municipalities must cooperate with each
other. Cooperation should result in economic gains, lower maintenance costs and unified
collection areas should have unified service fees. Waste handling infrastructure should
be created independently of the municipality, so that it is comfortable to use and
accessible to the waste producer.
The waste management plan is a document that makes plans for waste maintenance
solutions, municipalities should cooperate. In certain areas, especially in low-density
areas, people move from their administrative territory into other poles of attraction. If a
person lives on the border of a municipality and its pole of attraction is 30 km away, the
waste station of the neighbouring municipality could be in a pole of attraction 15 km
away.
Japan is a good example of successful waste handling (Hershkowitz and Salerini
1987). In Japan materials that are recycled are considered as resources, not waste. As
Japan is dependent on imports, the consideration is understandable. In Japan most
people live in areas with population densities greater than 4000 people per square
kilometre. In Japan cooperation exists between all government levels and a lot of
opportunities are given to the local level to improve the waste management organisation
based on the local conditions.
The reasons why Japan is so far advanced is because the following problems
occurred early:
• no suitable land for landfilling;
• littering of soft-drink containers;
• waste amount increase;
• increased collection cost;
• illegal dumping;
• the need for more recycling.
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Table 12. Possible collection solutions for different waste types

Possible collection method
Waste type

1
+

paper and cardboard (20 01 01)

2
+

3
+

plastics (20 01 39)

+

metals (20 01 40)

+

glass (20 01 02)

+

Biodegradable garden and park waste (20 02 01)
Biodegradable kitchen and restaurant waste (20
01 08)
Non-biodegradable garden and park waste (20 02
02, 20 02 03)
packaging (15 01), including paper and cardboard
packaging (15 01 01), plastic packaging (15 01 02),
wood packaging (15 01 03), metal packaging
(15 01 04), composite packaging (15 01 05), glass
packaging (15 01 07), textile packaging (15 01 09)
and other packaging corresponding to the
municipal waste concept described in the Waste
Act’s § 7

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

timber (20 01 38)
+

textile (20 01 10, 20 01 11)
+

bulky waste (20 03 07)
problematic product’s waste (20 01 21*, 20 01
23*, 20 01 34, 20 01 35*, 20 01 36)

4

5
+

6

7

8
+

+
+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

domestically created hazardous waste (20 01
+ + + + +
starred „*” waste)
1-door-to-door, 2-drop-off site, 3-waste station, 4-seasonal collection – local
government ordered for a specific route, period and waste type, 5-special order – the
waste owner requests waste transportation as needed, 6-temporary collection point – a
collection point is created for a predefined period with the appropriate containers for
the waste collected, 7-producer’s liability organization – collection according to the
producer’s liability organization procedures, 8-buying up – the waste owner can convert
waste with commercial value into cash.
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The local governments in Japan have equal rights and obligations for waste handling
management, but they do not use the same strategies. Decision making is done on the
local government level, as municipalities have different characteristics – economically,
socially and environmentally. The general aim is to remove waste from the creators living
environment quickly and safely.
Municipalities are required to:
• educate the public regarding solid waste disposal;
• collect, transport and dispose of municipal waste;
• improve technological performance;
• record and maintain data.
In the city environment Japan finds that sorted waste is best collected in drop-off sites.
Usually a block of 15-40 households are grouped around a collection site.
In the USA according to the Agency Environmental Services (2011) data, different
states have different solutions for collecting waste and requirements concerning types
which must be collected separately. Systems used include PAYT, waste tax, some free of
charge services, e.g. garden waste collection. The requirements are also differentiated
by single family homes and apartment buildings with over 100 flats.
In the USA, traditionally the county government dictates which waste transporter
collects waste from single family homes using kerbside collection or the county provides
the service itself. In multi-family homes counties either offer services themselves or
establish different requirements for the service providing company. The research From
Science to Solution (2008) discovered that the county’s role in waste management is to
set up policy and/or be in a supportive role providing facilities and processing
infrastructure. According to State Law (Padilla 2011) in California for example, recycling
services are required in any multi-family dwellings with over 5 units. For years, the
requirement is in force, yet collection has not been successful. The main problem is
contaminated waste. The state lacks concrete data, as no research has been made and
most multi-family accounts are picked up on commercial routes by front end loaders.
According to the Agency Environmental Services (2011) in California yard trimmings
are not accepted at landfills, therefore cities offer special collection for yard trimmings
every other week. It is no allowed to process yard trimmings with municipal waste. As
the city itself offers the service, there is a separate administrative unit with duties to
educate the waste producers, analyse waste quantities and possibilities for their
reduction, analyse collection schedules and routes, map and liquidate problems etc.
In densely populated areas of the USA waste collection services are usually offered
once a week and more frequently in case of apartment buildings. Offering collection
services is especially important in warmer climate areas as a warmer climate encourages
decomposition processes which produce odours. In Miami in areas with single family
homes there is an automatic collection system according to which the waste producer
must place the waste container on the street by a certain time. There are requirements
in place concerning the container’s distance from fences, homes, cars, street posts etc.
A side loading vehicle with grapplers pulls up to the container, lifts the container to
empty it and returns the container to its position. The system works well in areas with
single family homes where there is a lot of space but would not function in densely
populated areas. Collection is fast but requires driving the same street twice to collect
waste from both roadsides.
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In addition to knowing their area’s special characteristics, the local governments and
other decision makers need to involve the waste producers as early as possible in the
waste handling planning process (USEPA 1989). Introduction and education need to
correspond to local requirements and be ongoing. The decision makers need to
understand the audience listening to them when planning waste producer education –
the training plan must be created according to the listeners. The listener must
understand what is being said. The introduction and training concerning the waste
programme parts requiring people’s participation is especially important – for example
sorting through which the state recovery targets can be achieved.
It is necessary to educate waste producers concerning the environment, so that they
know how to use drop-off sites, waste stations or door-to-door systems for sorted
collection. The same conclusion was reached in Paper IV. In the described school the
emissions related to waste transportation did not decrease, but waste recovery
increased. Developing a sorting system for a single institution makes clear the
understanding that the same waste collection principles cannot be applied to each
institution, area, city or village. It is important that each location/area is approached with
the specific characteristics and conditions in mind. At the school waste producers and
school cleaning staff who were a link between the waste producers and the waste
container received training. The new collection system implementation was successful
as seen in the Paper IV results. In the beginning cleaning staff was trained, but the staff
turnover was larger than anticipated and the supervisors trained new recruits less than
expected. The staff turnover indicated that training must be ongoing and consistent.
Training is necessary in all stages. When students saw that cleaning staff collected sorted
waste into a single bag, the word spread that sorting does not make sense as everything
is put together in the end anyway. The same rumour is spread in cities or the countryside
when residents see separately collected waste containers emptied into the same
municipal waste vehicle. The people do not see the background – the container may have
contained municipal waste or been contaminated otherwise and therefore unsuitable
for recovery. Waste producers should be trained to reduce the possible waste volume in
containers as this is one possible means for reducing the container’s emptying frequency
which helps reduce the vehicle produced emissions.
The waste producers can be educated using different informative tools – different
state-wide waste themed campaigns with TV clips, advertisements, info brochures,
training days etc. The media can be used for informing by distributing articles concerning
the environment which explain the need for avoiding waste and provide advice on
sorting waste.
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Conclusion
The main aim of the thesis was to research the existing collection methods in so-called
problematic regions and the related emission figures produced by waste vehicles in order
to offer collection methods that would have less impact on the environment.
As in most of Estonia, in the areas under observation (Tallinn’s old town as a densely
populated area, low density areas represented by 10 Estonian villages and five small
islands), the door-to-door collection system was used. The given solution is convenient
for waste producers, as the waste is removed from the property or property boundary.
A person only needs to place the waste in the container and in the case of individual
homes to make sure that the container is accessible on the collection day in order to be
relieved of the waste.
In the observed densely populated area of Tallinn’s old town which is a UNESVO
World Heritage site, the biggest problems with waste collection are dense population,
narrow streets, container accessibility and large waste amounts (Paper I). The city of
Tallinn, given that the old town is a touristic site with heritage protected buildings and
the area is frequented by tourists, restrictions (emptying times, waste vehicle weight
etc.) concerning waste transportation are in place. An analysis of the existing emptying
schedules showed that optimisation is possible which would lead to reduced emissions.
Currently there are situations where every home has emptying frequencies of once per
week but emptying takes place on different weekdays. The city of Tallinn stipulates that
waste vehicles used in Tallinn’s old town must minimally correspond with EURO III
requirements. If EURO III vehicles would be replaced by EURO V corresponding vehicles,
CO emissions would be reduced by 28% and PM figures by 80%. Currently the waste
vehicle creates approx. 84 kg CO2 with one collection round, but the waste vehicle is then
under filled. Would the waste collected with a collection round increase (10t) per year,
the CO2 emissions would be reduced by 9 tons.
The biggest problem in low-density areas in collecting waste is the small waste
amount which is collected with a long collection round. The waste producers are far away
from each other and the waste vehicle requires a lot of fuel and time to reach every
waste producer. Additionally, access to the container might be more difficult due to the
road’s load capacity or lack of snow removal in winter. In Paper II it was shown that the
current door-to-door collection system should be replaced by a village drop-off site to
which the waste producers can deliver their sorted waste. The current door-to-door
system does not support sorted waste collection and in low-density areas sorted waste
collection using the door-to-door system would require an additional vehicle or
additional collection round which would increase the emission figures. The waste
producer would be required to take the waste to the village drop-off site on one’s own.
The trip can be combined with some other necessary travel (shop, work, school etc.), so
the emissions produced would be equivalent to zero. Comparing the door-to-door
collection with the drop-off site collection solution, the latter would allow reducing the
CO2, PM and NOx quantities created by almost half. The emission figure created is
dependent upon the fuel consumption, then the advantages of a drop-off site are evident
as the waste vehicle only needs to travel to one point instead of many waste producers
and the waste amount received from the point is significantly larger. Additionally, the
time required to collect waste is reduced, similarly to vehicle related problems (road
damage, noise, odour etc.). The emission figures could further be reduced, if low-density
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areas, like in Tallinn’s old town for example, would stipulate the requirement to use
waste vehicles that minimally correspond to the EURO III requirements.
In summary, the following activities would lead to a reduction in resulting emissions:
• using alternative fuels in waste vehicles;
• optimising collection routes such that empty runs would be minimised and
collection in the same area would take place on the same day;
• exchanging lower emission requirement waste vehicles against higher emission
requirement vehicles;
• reorganising waste collection methods such that the waste vehicle need not
travel to every waste producer’s property, for example using drop-off sites in
low-density areas, with the same drop-off site being used for sorted waste;
• local government cooperation, so that the area’s waste producers could
comfortably relieve themselves of waste and similar investments are avoided if
done jointly by several municipalities.
If in densely populated areas and low-density areas of the mainland the concern is
reducing emission figures, then on the islands and especially the small islands the
problem is waste collection and its transport to the mainland. Numerous research papers
on small islands with areas more than 200 km2 and population more than 7000 have been
prepared. Looking at Estonia’s small islands which are defined by the Permanently
Inhabited Small Island Act, their area and population is significantly smaller, thus on a
world scale we could talk about micro islands. The focus problem in waste collection on
the islands is the exponential waste growth during the tourism season. There are many
small islands with a low number of permanent residents (for example Aegna with two
persons), but in the summer months the island is visited by thousands of tourists and
sunbathers who come to the island to spend time with picnic baskets and leave the
resulting waste on the island. Islands that have permanent connections with the
mainland do not have so many problems transporting the waste to the mainland as the
islands without connections. In the latter case the local government needs to order a
separate vessel for the waste transportation from the island to the mainland. Local
governments often lack funds for developing waste management, then often islands do
not have sufficient public containers which can lead to waste producers leaving their
waste in nature. People’s lack of knowledge or carelessness may also be causes for
leaving waste in nature. The use of private boats increases in the navigation season,
which also increases the number of visitors to the islands. In the small island harbours
there are waste containers and if waste has been produced, boat owners want to be
relieved of it quickly, so they leave the waste on the island. In the case of small islands,
it would be important that the responsibility for waste collection and transportation
would rest partially with the island’s visitors, in other words the polluter pays principle
should be implemented. Usually the tourist is not the municipality’s inhabitant to which
the island belongs and therefore the tourist currently makes no contribution to the waste
maintenance development. One possibility would be to increase the tourists’
environmental awareness and using different informative posters to explain why waste
should not be thrown into nature, burnt in fire, thrown into the sea and why it should be
taken back from the island to the mainland. The waste producers might not be motivated
by such a gentle approach. Another solution would be to request payment for the island’s
tourist’s waste collection and transportation. The fee could be added to the ferry ticket
cost or the port fee. The possibility of using a deposit system also exists according to
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which a person can buy a waste bag from the mainland for a certain cost and if the bag
is returned to the mainland filled with waste, the deposit is refunded.
There is no state-wide waste tax in Estonia. The winner of organised waste
transportation tenders is the bidder with the lowest price. The company, by offering a
low price is not capable of making investments and often the company is not interested
in investments as the waste collection organisation task has been placed on local
governments. The current legislation, however, does not offer financial opportunities to
local governments to develop waste maintenance. By implementing a waste tax in
Estonia the state could organise waste maintenance through local governments. The
current solutions are unsuitable to waste producers. When a waste producer is further
away from its municipality’s pole of attraction than from the neighbouring municipality’s
pole of attraction, the person would want to deliver the waste to the closer waste station
where proof of belonging to the municipality may be requested. A person would be free
to choose which waste station to use, if a waste tax was in use. The more convenient it
is for a waste producer to deliver waste the more waste will be recoverable.
In the future many questions related to the current doctorate thesis can be
investigated.
Various economic instruments exist which can be used to influence and direct
people’s habits. The largest investigation area could be the description of economic
instruments and an analysis for finding the most suitable ones. One point currently raised
was the implementation of a state waste tax. A future research could be the methods
and opportunities inherent in implementing a waste tax.
The circular economy package accepted by the EU places many additional
obligations on the state, it is important to collect waste as sorted. Much attention must
be turned to informing people or other means must be found which motivate people to
collect waste as sorted.
Current argumentation looked at possibilities for reducing emissions and solutions
were offered for waste collection, but the socio-economic factor was not taken into
consideration, which is another subject which deserves future investigation.
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Abstract
Waste handling management in city centres, low-density
areas and small islands and its effect on formation of air
emission
Currently waste is more a resource than unutilisable material that can or should be
stored in landfill sites. Waste contains a lot of useable material. Waste should be
collected separately already by the waste producer so that the material remains clean
and can be recovered.
Currently the door-to-door collection system in Estonia does not support waste
recovery, especially in low-density areas where distances are large and transportation
costs per waste ton collected are high.
The current thesis investigated the waste collection solutions of three areas – the
densely populated Tallinn’s old town, 10 villages in Estonia’s low-density areas and five
small islands. An analysis of the existing solutions was made and recommendations
concerning the investigated areas were made for solutions that produce less emissions
and are more suitable.
Each investigated area had its own problems. In Tallinn’s old town there are narrow
streets with numerous tourists and cars, in villages a waste vehicle might not even be
able to reach a waste container dependent on road conditions etc. Choosing collection
systems for different areas, the area’s characteristics must be considered as well as the
local indicators.
The analysis showed that to reduce emissions in Tallinn’s old town, the current
waste vehicles corresponding to EURO III requirements should be replaced with vehicles
conforming to EURO V or higherrequirements. The existing collection schedules should
be optimised, as currently the vehicle travels on the same street on many days despite
waste being collected from waste producers once a week. Developing a pneumatic waste
collection system in densely populated areas would rid the area of vehicles and the
connected disturbances (noise, odour etc.).
A waste vehicle in low-density areas needs to use a lot of time and kilometres to
collect a small waste quantity. Emissions and other environmental disturbances are high
in comparison with low-density areas, where drop-off sites are used. Waste producers
can bring waste to drop-off sites themselves, combining the trip with some other aim
(for example going to work or shop). Currently collecting waste as sorted is difficult in
low-density areas, as sorted collection stations are located far away or the closer one is
situated on the territory of another municipality that does not accept waste from other
municipality residents (or does so against a fee). A village centre drop-off site would solve
the problem.
The biggest problem in collecting waste on small islands is not collecting it from
residents but from tourists visiting the island. Islands with no or limited permanent
residents are faced with the problem of seasonally created large waste quantities that
need to be transported to the mainland which is a costly undertaking for which tourists
do not provide compensation. Considering the polluter pays principle, the tourist should
still take responsibility for the waste brought and left on the island by the tourist, as the
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waste requires transport back to the mainland for handling. A possible solution would be
a waste tax which could be incorporated into the ferry ticket or port fee.
The current thesis proposes as one solution the creation of a state waste tax for
financing waste collection development. The waste tax could eliminate the current
problem, where the resident of one municipality cannot use the waste station on the
territory of another municipality. The tax could also solve the problem in densely
populated areas where space for waste containers is limited, so many containers for the
same waste type would no longer be required, despite the containers belonging to
different owners.
The waste producers need to be environmentally educated so that they are aware
of the possibility to collect waste as sorted and familiar with different collection methods.
The conclusion was reached that each area requires a waste collection method that
takes into consideration the peculiarities of the area. A unified door-to-door collection
system throughout Estonia is not justified and alternative methods must be provided
that produce less emissions. Different collection methods offer waste producers more
possibilities for collecting waste as sorted and thereby increase the quantity of waste
collected as sorted.
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Lühikokkuvõte
Jäätmekäitluse
organiseerimine
linnakeskustes,
hajaasustusaladel ja väikesaartel ning selle mõju õhuheitmete
tekkele
Jäätmed on tänapäeval pigem ressurss, kui kasutuskõlbmatu materjal, mida saaks või
peaks prügilasse ladestama. Jäätmetes leidub palju kasutuskõlblikke materjale, mida
saab kasutada. Lähtuvalt sellest, tuleks jäätmeid koguda liigiti ja seda juba jäätmetekitaja
juures, et saaks kätte võimalikult puhta materjali mida taaskasutusse suunata.
Hetkel Eestis enamlevinud jäätmete ukselt-uksele kogumise süsteem seda aga ei
toeta. Eriti näiteks hajaasustusaladel, kus vahemaad on suured ja transpordikulu ühe
tonni kogutud jäätmete kohta on suur.
Antud töös uuriti kolme piirkonna – tiheasustusalana Tallinna vanalinna,
hajaasustusaladel kümmet Eesti küla ja viite väikesaart – jäätmete kogumislahendusi.
Analüüsides olemasolevaid lahendusi pakuti töös välja vähem õhuheitmeid kaasatoovaid
ja sobilikumaid jäätmete kogumislahendusi uuritud piirkondadele.
Igal uuritud piirkonnal on jäätmete kogumisel omad põhilised probleemid. Näiteks
Tallinna vanalinnas on kitsad tänavad rohkete turistide ja autodega, külades, olenevalt
teeoludest ei pruugi jäätmeveok üldse jäätmekonteinerini jõudagi jne. Erinevatele
piirkondadele kogumislahendusi valides peaks kindlasti arvestama iga piirkonna
eripärasid ja sellele kohale iseloomulike näitajatega.
Analüüsides tiheasustusalana Tallinna vanalinna selgus, et õhuheitmete
vähendamiseks tuleks praegune EURO III nõuetele vastav jäätmeveok vahetada EURO V
või kõrgema vastu. Optimeerida tuleks kindlasti olemasolevaid veograafikuid, sest hetkel
sõidab veok samal tänaval mitmel päeval, kuigi jäätmetekitajate juurest kogutakse
jäätmeid üks kord nädalas. Veokite kaotamiseks ja seeläbi ka erinevate häiringute (müra,
hais jne) eemaldamiseks sobiks tiheasustusalale rajada pneumaatiline jäätmete
kogumissüsteem.
Hajaasustusaladel peab jäätmeveok kulutama palju aega ja veokikilomeetreid, et
koguda väike kogus jäätmeid. Seega nii õhuheitmete kui muude keskkonnahäiringute
osakaal on suur võrreldes lahendusega, kus hajaasustusaladel kasutataks jäätmete
kogumispunkte. Jäätmete kogumispunkti saavad jäätmetekitajad tuua jäätmed ise,
ühildades sõidu muul eesmärgil tehtava sõiduga (näiteks tööle või poodi). Jäätmete
kogumispunkt külas võimaldaks jäätmeid koguda liigiti, mis hetkel hajaasustuses elavatel
inimestel on keeruline, kuna liigiti kogumislahendused asuvad kaugel või lähemal asuvad
on teise KOV territooriumil, mis ei võta (või teeb seda raha eest) vastu jäätmeid teise
KOV elanikelt.
Väikesaartel ei ole suurimaks probleemiks mitte jäätmete kogumine elanikelt vaid
saart külastavatelt turistidelt. Püsielaniketa või väheste püsielanikega saarte puhul on
probleemiks hooajaliselt tekkivate suurte jäätmekoguste transportimine mandrile, kuna
see on majanduslikult kulukas ja turistid ei panusta sellesse. Lähtuvalt saastaja maksab
printsiibist peaks siiski ka turist vastutama selle eest, et tema saarele toodud ja jäetud
jäätmed mandrile käitlusesse jõuaks. Üheks võimalikuks lahenduseks oleks jäätmemaks,
mis makstakse näiteks laeva sõidupileti või sadamamaksu osana.
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Ühe lahendusena jäätmete kogumise arendamiseks pakutakse antud töös välja ka
riikliku jäätmemaksu loomist. Jäätmemaksu olemasolu võiks kaotada hetkel levinud
probleemid, kus ühe KOV elanik ei saa kasutada teise KOV territooriumil asuvat
jäätmejaama. Või olukorra tiheasustusalal, kus ruumi niigi vähe jäätmekonteinerite
jaoks, on ühes hoovis mitu konteinerit samale jäätmeliigile, sest kõik konteinerid
kuuluvad erinevatele omanikele.
Jäätmete liigiti kogumise ja erinevate kogumisvõimaluste tutvustamiseks tuleb
kindlasti tegeleda ka jäätmetekitajate keskkonnaalase harimisega, et nad oleksid
võimalustest teadlikud.
Töös jõuti järeldusele, et igale piirkonnale tuleb jäätmekogumis lahendust pakkudes
läheneda arvestades selle piirkonna eripära. Kogu Eestile ühtne ukselt-uksele jäätmete
kogumise süsteem ei õigusta ennast ja alternatiivina tuleks pakkuda ka muid lahendusi,
mis on vähem õhuheitmeid tekitavad. Erinevad kogumislahendused pakuvad
jäätmetekitajatele rohkem võimalusi jäätmete sorditult kogumiseks ja seeläbi
suudetakse suurendada ka jäätmete liigitikogumise määra.
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